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Electricity & Flight                                           

~Rose
45.00$    39.50$     

"This is a combination class that introduces two fun science topics. 

(This class is geared toward 2nd-4th graders.) First Semester: 

Electricity! It's shocking stuff! In this class, students will learn about 

electricity. What is it? What can it do? They will learn the properties of 

the different components of a circuit - like switches, resistors and the 

photoresistor - and the effects they have on the flow of electricity. 

They will learn how to use these components in conjunction with one 

another to build a circuit that performs a specific function - like an 

alarm or a light switch. Built around Snap Circuits and supplemental 

experiments, this lab style class will open their eyes to the world of 

electricity around them and challenge them to see the possibilities 

before them! Second Semester: Why does a plane fly? Why doesn't a 

brick fly? We will learn the necessary components of flight - lift, 

gravity, thrust and drag. We will learn what different features, like 

elevators and ailerons, do. We will learn the significance of the incline 

of a plane's wings. We will do all of this by building paper flying 

machines also known as paper air planes! At the end of the semester, 

students will take everything they've learned, design a custom plane 

and compete in a classroom showdown! "For non-symptomatic 

students masks are encouraged but not required, unless parents 

require them. I do ask students who are sick or have a cough to stay 

home. And students who have allergies flaring to wear a mask, as this 

is often indistinguishable from the beginning of infection. 

This class is 

geared 

toward 2nd-

4th grade. So, 

students must 

be able to 

read and 

write 

independently 

to complete 

worksheets.

~1 hr. None.

Epic Art                                                                     

~Waller
30.00$    39.50$     

Study the elements of art and the principles of design while doing EPIC 

art projects! SO. MUCH. FUN! We'll use paint, oil pastels, clay and 

LOTS of other materials.

Listen and 

follow 

directions.

None. Paint shirt.
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Exploring Creation With 

Earth Science                        

~Boyd

50.00$    39.50$     

Let's learn about our home planet and how we are loved by a God 

who created everything to work together to make life possible. Your 

student will study clouds, dirt, the atmosphere, geosphere, 

hydrosphere and other topics....including why our planet is the only 

known planet with life! We will use Apologia's new textbook and 

junior notebooking journal as the guides for our studies. 

Normal basic 

lower 

elementary 

skills

1 or less hrs.

Apologia: 

Exploring 

Creation With 

Earth Science 

Textbook - ISBN-

13: 

9781946506726; 

Apologia 

Exploring 

Creation With 

Earth Science 

Junior 

Notebooking 

Journal - ISBN-

13: 

9781946506740. 

Basic supplies 

including 

pencils, eraser, 

glue stick, 

scissors and 

something to 

color with.

Hands-On History                                                    

~May
60.00$    39.50$     

Students will explore medieval history with fun crafts, games and 

projects in Hands-on History. This class pairs well with Story of the 

World Volume 2. This year, we will learn about the feudal system, 

create catapults and trebuchets, discover the complexities of castles 

and much more. We will keep a vocabulary bank and timeline book to 

document our adventures. 

None. None.

Materials 

provided by 

instructor.
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Sing & Move Music Class                                   

~Farr
20.00$    33.75$     

Let’s learn action songs, sing Scripture melodies and quote traditional 

and silly rhymes – parents and children together! Hearing music, 

learning and singing songs, acting out the words and seeing others 

move - all at the same time - will help your child increase their 

memory, concentration, motor skills and hand-eye coordination. 

Children love using their imagination with fingerplays and catchy 

songs from singing about animals to transportation, which in turn 

builds confidence and creativity as well as reinforces language skills. 

This class is a fun way to learn to follow directions as well as to 

understand when to be quiet, listen, take turns, cooperate, stop or sit 

and then get up to and SING AND MOVE. 

Desire to join 

in and sing 

and move 

with the class.

0 hrs.
Teacher will 

provide.


